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Abstract: Relying on Russian and the Ottoman archival documents as well as relevant secondary 
literature, this article explored Russian and Ottoman policies toward the Kurds to win the imperial 
contest on their borders. Also, the article argues that while the Russian and the Ottoman 
governments tried to protect their interests and power, the Kurds had their own agenda. They were 
active players in regional politics and depending on the Russian and the Ottoman policies, 
promises and their own interests, they tried to make best out of this rivalry.  

Öz: Rus ve Osmanlı arşiv belgeleri ve literatürdeki ikinci el kaynaklara dayanarak hazırlanan bu 
makale, Rusya ve Osmanlı Devleti’nin mücadelesinde Kürtlere yönelik geliştirdikleri politikaları 
ortaya koymaktadır. Makale ayrıca bu iki gücün kendi çıkarlarını korumak için geliştirdiği 
politikalara karşı bölgedeki Kürtlerin de kendi çıkarları doğrultusunda hareket ettiğini, bu 
imparatorluk rekabetinden en iyi şekilde faydalanmaya çalıştıklarını tespit etmektedir. 

 

Introduction 

As a geographical term, Kurdistan was a large area extending from “south-eastern Turkey 
through the northernmost areas of Iraq and well into eastern Iran” and due to its position 
between the Near East and the Caucasus, it was strategically an important region over which 
great powers such as the Ottoman Empire, Russia, England, and Iran contested.1  

There have been some studies regarding the imperial conflict over Kurdistan, mostly by 
Russian scholars. The first that comes to mind is Borba za Kurdistan by N. A. Khalfin and 
Kurds in Russian, Persian and Ottoman Wars during the 19th Century by P. I. Averianov.2 In 
his study, Khalfin gives information basically on Russian and British policies toward the 
Kurds during the 19th century. He mentions the Ottoman Empire only in context of the Iranian-
Ottoman border conflict in the 1840s and 1850s. Other studies on the Kurds by Russian 
scholars, such as From History of Social and Political Life of the Kurds at the end of the 19th 
Century to the 20th Century3 and Kurdish Question (1891-1917),4 provide valuable information 

																																																													
1 Gerard Chaliand, A People Without a Country. The Kurds and Kurdistan, Edt., (New York: Olive Branch Press, 
1993), p.4.  
2 N. A. Khalfin, Bor’ba za Kurdistan (Kurdskii Vopros v mezdhunarodnykh otnosheniiakh XIX veka, (Moskva: 
İzdatel’stvo Vostochnoi Literatury, 1963); P. I. Aver'ianov, Kurdy v voinakh Rossii s Persiei i Turtsiei v techenie 
XIX stoletiya, (Tiflis: Tip. Shtaba Kavkazskago Voennago Okruga, 1900).  
3 Dzhalile Dzhalil, Iz istorii obshchestvenno-politicheskoi zhizni kurdov: V kontse XIX-nachale XX vv, (Sankt-
Peterburg: Nauka, 1997). 
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about the Kurds and Kurdish question in the late centuries, the power conflict between Russia 
and the Ottoman Empire, and the role Kurds played during the wars between these two 
countries. But none underlines what role Kurdish migration played in the power politics 
between Russia and the Ottoman Empire.  

There are also some studies on migration as an important factor in the power struggle 
between Russia and the Ottoman Empire, mostly by Western scholars.5 However, all of them 
cover migration from Russia to the Ottoman Empire. Similarly, there are some studies in 
Turkish on Muslim immigration from Russia to the Ottoman Empire or Armenian migration to 
Russia.6 Similarly, there are some valuable studies on migration and policies tword it in the 
Ottoman Empire.7 Even though they all contribute greatly to the understanding of Russia’s 
“citizenship policies” and their importance in the rivalry between Russia and the Ottoman 
Empire, none of these studies touches upon the Kurdish migration from the Ottoman Empire to 
Russia. This article aims to open a small window to the Kurdish migration to Russia. However, 
this subject still needs further exploration and detailed examination. 

Since there was not an independent state called Kurdistan, the term Kurdistan was used 
either as a geographical term to express a region populated largely by the Kurdish tribes or as 
an administrative term to denote a province (eyalet) founded by Seljuk Turks in the 12th 
century.8 Until then it was called as Cibal-ül Cezire or Diyarbekir. Advancing from Central 
Asia to the Middle East, Seljuks controlled a large area in the Near East in the 13th century and 
named a part of it as Kurdistan eyaleti (province), consisting of Hamadan, Dinavar and 
Kermenşahan in the East, Şehrizur and Sincar in the west. Later Kurdistan was mentioned by 
Hamdullah Mustafa Kazvini in his book entitled Nüzhet-ül Kulub (d. 14th century) to describe a 
region extending from Irak-ı Acem in northern Azerbaijan in the east, to Irak-ı Arab in the 
west and bordering Kuzistan in the south.9  

Beginning in the 16th century, Kurdistan became a battle ground between two rising 
powers, the Ottoman Empire and Safavid Iran. Policies these powers pursued toward the Kurds 
played an important, even a determining, role in the outcome of their fight against each other. 

																																																																																																																																																																																
4 Mikhail Semenovich Lazarev, Kurdskiĭ Vopros. (1891-1917), (Moskva: "Nauka," 1972); Vladimir Fedorovich 
Minorskii, Kurdy. Zametki I Vpechatleniia, (Petrograd: Tip. V. F. K, 1915). 
5 James H. Meyer, “Immigration, return, and the politics of citizenship: Russian Muslims in the Ottoman Empire, 
1860-1914,” International Journal of Middle East Studies, 39, 1 (February 2007): 15-32; David Cuthel, “The 
Circassian Sürgün,” AB IMPERIO, 2 (2003): p.139-168; Mark Pinson, “Russian Policy and the Emigration of the 
Crimean Tatars to the Ottoman Empire, 1854–1862,” Güneydoğu Avrupa Araştırmaları Dergisi, 1 (1972): p.37–55; 
Brian Gyln Williams, “Hıjra and Forced Migration from Nineteenth Century Russia to the Ottoman Empire,” 
Cahiers du Monde Russe, 41, 1 (2000): p.79-108; Alan W. Fisher, “Emigration of Muslims from the Russian 
Empire in the Years After the Crimean War,” Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas, 35, 3 (1987): p.356-371; 
Mark Pinson, “Russian Policy and the Emigration of the Crimean Tatars to the Ottoman Empire, 1854–1862,” 
Güneydoğu Avrupa Araştırmaları Dergisi, 2-3 (1973–74): p.101–114.  
6 Nedim İpek, İmparatorluktan Ulus Devlete Göçler, (Trabzon: Serander Yayınevi, 2006); Kemal Beydilli, “1828–
1829 Osmanlı-Rus Savaşı’nda Doğu Anadolu’dan Göçürülen Ermeniler,” Belgeler, 8, 17 (1988): 365-434; A. Üner 
Turgay, “Circassian Immigration into the Ottoman Empire, 1856-1878,” Islamic Studies Presented to Charles J. 
Adams, ed. Wael Hallaq and Donald P. Little, (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1991); Justin McCarthy, Death and Exile: The 
Ethnic Cleansing of Ottoman Muslims, 1821-1922, (Princeton, N. J.: Darwin Press, 1995); Bedri Habiçoğlu, 
Kafkasya'dan Anadolu'ya Göçler ve İskanları (İstanbul: Nart Yayıncılık, 1993); Kemal H. Karpat, Ottoman 
Population, 1830-1914: Demographic and Social Characteristics, (Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin Press, 
1985). 
7 Reşat Kasaba, A Moveable Empire: Ottoman Nomads, Migrants and Refugees, (Seattle: University of Washington 
Press, 2009). 
8 Bazil Nikitin, Kürtler: Sosyolojik ve Tarihi bir İnceleme, (İstanbul: Deng Yayınları, 1991), p. 56; Muhsin 
Kızılkaya, Dünden Yarına Kürtler, (Ankara: Yurt Kitap-Yayın, 1991), p.17.  
9 Nikitin, Kürtler, p.56.  
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They had also influenced Ottoman-Kurdish relations, especially with Kızılbash10 tribes from 
this time on. At the Battle of Çaldıran in 1516, the Ottoman Empire defeated the Safevid 
Empire and established its control in “most of Kurdistan, including Diyarbakır, most of current 
northern Iraq and the whole area resting in the west of these lands.”11 During the reign of 
Kanuni Sultan Süleyman (1520-1566) and the 17th century, Ottomans expanded their rule in 
whole western Kurdistan, while Iran ruled over eastern Kurdistan.12  

Russian interest and involvement in Kurdistan, on the other hand, began much later, as a 
result of its expansion into the Caucasus. Russian diplomats like Ivan Fyodorovich Paskevich 
and Russian military personnel like Prince Pavel Dmitriyevich Tsitsianov, commander-in-
Chief in Georgia, saw the Kurds as potential allies that Russia could work with either by 
obtaining their neutrality or cooperation during the wars with both the Qajar and Ottoman 
Empire. To achieve this goal, Russian authorities “offered Kurdish leaders a Russian 
citizenship, promised them to protect their power among their own people and to allow them 
amounts of horses. They also tried by all means not to exasperate them with any war action. At 
the same time, they did not let the Kurds get away with any attack or robbery on Russian 
borders and punished them harshly and severely.”13 For instance, on the eve of the Ottoman-
Russian War of 1806-1812, to obtain neutrality of people living in Ottoman vilayets 
(provinces) in Eastern Anatolia, Paskevich wrote a letter promising those people that the 
Russian army would not harm anyone, especially unarmed civilians, or confiscate their 
goods.14  

Kurdish tribes had no unity or conformity as a whole in their reactions to Russian or 
Ottoman offers. In case of Yezidis15 and Kızılbashs, this lack of agreement with other Kurdish 
tribes resulted from differences in their belief systems; while in some other cases, it was 
mainly due to the tribal and feudal structure of Kurdish communities. Kurdish society was 

																																																													
10 Kızılbash was “originally a nickname given to the Shah’s supporters on account of their having adopted as a 
distinguishing mark, a red cap.” Among Kızlbashs there were both “Shia tribes of northern Asia Minor, who are 
said to be Iranian Turks and speak Turkish, and the so-called ‘western Kurds,” whose speech is a distinct dialect 
(“Zaza”) of Kurdish or Turkish.” Kızılbashs and Alawites, another name given to Shiites living in Anatolia, differed 
from Iranian Shiites for they believe in Ali rather than twelve imams. Also, they do not pray five times a day 
(namaz) and do not fast during the holy month of Ramadan/holy month, but they fast three days in the month of 
Muharrem, when Ali was killed. In addition, they do not go to pilgrimage to Mecca as many Sunni Muslims do. For 
more information on Kızılbash, see Ahmet Yaşar Ocak, Osmanlı Toplumunda Zındıklar ve Mülhidler, (İstanbul: 
Tarih Vakfı, 1998); Colin İmber, “The Persecution of Ottoman Shi’ites according to the Mühimme Defterleri,” Der 
Islam, 56 (1979): p.245- 73; Reşat Kasaba, A Moveable Empire, p.29-36. 
11 Martin Van Bruinessen, Ağa, Şeyh, Devlet (İstanbul: İletişim Yayınları, 2003), p.214. 
12 W. G. Elphinston, “The Kurdish Question,” International Affairs, vol. 22, No. 1, January 1946, p.93. 
13 P. I. Aver’ianov, Kurdy v voinakh Rossii s Persiei i Turtsiei, 20 as in N. A. Khalfin, Bor’ba za Kurdistan 
(Kurdskii Vopros v medzdunarodnykh Otnosheniiakh XIX Veka), (Moskva: Vostochnaia Literatura, 1963), p. 39. 
14 P. I. Averyanov, Osmanlı-Rus Savaşları’nda Kürtler 1801-1900, (Ankara: Sipan Yayıncılık, 1995), p.171. 
15 The word Yezid might be derived from Kurdish word Yezdan (God) or Persian word İzed (Angel, God) and 
probably means “Servant of God.” Heinz Gstrein, Avukatsız Halk Kürtler, (İstanbul: Üçüncü Dünya Yayınları, 
1977), p.56. Yezidizm was the main belief among the Kurds before their conversion to Islam. Even after they 
accepted Islam, many continued to follow Yezidizm. Even though it appeared as a radical heterodox Sunni tariqat at 
the beginning, Yezidizm later adopted many other components, such as worshipping to sun and reincarnation of 
ancient Persian and Anatolian belief systems. Yezidis basically believe that nature has both good and evil in its 
essence. While God embodies “good,” Angel Tavus (peacock) whom they worship embodies evil. Due to this, 
Yezidis are sometimes mistakenly called as “devil worshippers.” Also they worship the moon, sun and fire. Because 
of these elements in their belief systems, some scholars consider them as followers of Zoroastrianism, while some 
others associate them with pagans. T.F. Aristova, 19. ve 20. Yüzyılın Birinci Yarısında Kürtlerin Maddi Kültürü, 19. 
ve 20. Yüzyılın Birinci Yarısında Kürtlerin Maddi Kültürü, (İstanbul: Avesta, 2002), p.31 and 98; Martin van 
Bruinessen, Kürdistan Üzerine Yazılar, (İstanbul: İletişim Yayınları, 1995), p.21; Nikitin, Kürtler, p.411; Minorskii, 
Kurdy. Zametki i vpechatleniia, p.22. 
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based on tribes/aşirets or “confederation of tribes over which a paramount chieftain may reside 
and whose members descend from a common patrilineal ancestor.”16 When Ottomans 
controlled most of Kurdistan in 1516, they chose to maintain and even strengthen this 
traditional structure of Kurdish society. A famous Kurdish diplomat, Idris Bitlisi (1452-57-
1520), whom Selim I assigned to determine administrative structure of Kurdistan, divided 
Kurdistan into eyalets (provinces), such as Diyarbakır, Van, Sivas and Erzurum, and appointed 
local mirs (tribal chieftains) as governors to these eyalets. Of these Kurdish eyalets, Diyarbakır 
province that consisted of Mosul, Bitlis, Mardin, Harput, Dersim and Çapakçur, and Van 
province were especially important due to their strategic position between the Ottoman 
Empire, Iran, and later Russia (especially Van).17  

Mirs in Kurdish eyalets were descendants of people who ruled over their tribes and lands 
for centuries and Ottoman occupation of Kurdistan and cooperation with those mirs 
consolidated their power.18 According to the agreement made between Selim I and sixteen 
Kurdish mirs, Selim I was to acknowledge hereditary rights of those mirs to mint coin in their 
name; in return for this, mirs were not to “rise against the Empire, not to change borders 
without any approval of the state and to provide soldiers for the Imperial Army during the 
wars.”19 With this agreement, “Kurdish beys, becoming part of a larger and stronger political 
structure, secured and consolidated their political power over their subjects. In return the 
Ottoman state created a buffer zone against the Safavid threat and enjoyed a new source of tax 
revenue.”20 This agreement remained intact for approximately three centuries.  Besides this, 
Kurdish mirs had free hand in taxation of their people. Due to this structure, there was no 
serious revolt against the Empire until the early nineteenth century when these privileges were 
curbed or ended in accordance with modernization and centralization policies of the Empire. 

Ottoman Policy toward the Kurds in the Nineteenth Century 

With the beginning of modernization and centralization policies in the 1820s, the power 
of some mirs as well as ağas/beys was threatened.  At the same time, some mirs, to whom the 
state gave more authority to curb power of ağas and beys, increased their influence and power. 
Also, the new, modern, and centralized army that Mahmud II created was a direct threat to the 
military power of the Kurdish beys. Even though tribal forces continued, their power was 
weakened since, along with the imperial army, Special Forces, which were created as a part of 
the modernization and centralization of the imperial army, deprived them of their best men. 
Those forces were put under the direct command of mirs, governors, rather than ağas 
themselves. With this, the state aimed to check the power of beys and ağas. 

Second, a centralized tax system in which taxes were levied and collected by officials 
appointed directly by the centre, beginning in the reign of Mahmud II, was a serious blow to 
the economic power of beys, who once had the right to collect taxes from local people and 
used it mostly for their own good.21 All these reforms caused or increased tension between 
Kurdish beys, some mirs, and the state. Also, weakening the power of beys and mirs, who 
could act as mediator in case of tribal feuds, and lack of a strong authority brought out tension 
																																																													
16 Derk Kinnane, The Kurds and Kurdistan, (London: Oxford University Press, 1970), p.10. 
17 Bayram Kodaman, Sultan II. Abdülhamid Devri Doğu Anadolu Politikası, (Ankara: Türk Kültürünü Araştırma 
Enstitüsü Yayınları, 1987), p.12. 
18 V. A. Gordlevskii, İzbrannye Sochineniia. Tom III. İstoriia I kul’tura, (Moskva: Vostochnaia literatura, 1962), 
p.114; Bruinessen, Ağa, Şeyh, Devlet, p.218.  
19 Muhsin Kızılkaya, Dünden Yarına Kürtler, (Ankara: Yurt Kitap-Yayın, 1991), p.22. 
20 Hakan Özoğlu, “State-Tribe Relations: Kurdish Tribalism in the 16th- and 17th-Century Ottoman Empire,” 
British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies, Vol. 23, No. 1, May, 1996, p.13. 
21 Nikitin, Kürtler, p.269. 
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between tribes and caused cracks in tribal confederations. Scholars write that when beys lost 
their power and authority over their tribes, sheiks, tariqat/religious leaders who mediated 
between feuding tribes, became the new leaders in Kurdish society.22 Another reason for 
increasing power and influence of sheikhs among Kurdish tribes was propaganda activities of 
Christian missionaries, who swamped all over Anatolia especially Eastern Anatolia where 
different ethnic and religious groups such as Assyrians, Armenians, Yezidis, and Kurds lived 
side by side. These missionary activities caused anxiety among Muslim Kurds, contributing to 
the increasing role of sheiks.23  

Increased centralization and, as a result, greater tension among tribes and between the 
state and tribes made Kurdish tribes vulnerable and open to intrigues and policies of rival 
powers. These policies became apparent especially during the Ottoman-Russian wars of the 
19th century. Those wars increased tension between Kurdish tribes and the Empire due to 
issues they brought up, such as military expenses, new taxes, and military service, appeared as 
an opportunity for some Kurdish mirs to regain or increase their power and free themselves 
from obligations and restrictions that the centralized state placed upon them. Also, Ottoman-
Russian wars, “bringing in their wake a level of destruction and pillage which eventually 
awakened feelings of exasperation and hostility towards the Ottoman authorities amongst the 
Kurdish population,”24 played an important role in Kurdish uprisings.  

Wars and the Kurds in Ottoman-Russian Imperial Contest  

Wars served as an opportunity for rival powers, especially for Russia, which continued to 
expand its borders at the expense of the Ottoman Empire, to increase their influence over 
Kurdistan. For Russian officials, the best way to achieve this goal was through some offers to 
attract Kurdish beys to the Russian side during the wars. During the Ottoman-Russian War of 
1827-28 Paskevich tried to win an advantage for Russia by contacting some Kurdish leaders 
and trying to convince them to take Russua’s side or remain neutral. For this, he asked St. 
Petersburg to assign him 100 thousand Chervonets (Russian golden currency) to spend on 
Kurdish leaders if they agreed to take Russia’s side. Graf Chernishov’s letter to Graf Paskevich 
shows that Nikolas I, the Russian tsar, gave his full support for Paskevich’s plans and 
approved 100 thousand chernovets to be spent on Kurdish cavalry and Kurdish chieftains.25 On 
the eve of the Russian attack on Erzurum, Paskevich sent captains Vachnazde and Korganov to 
talk to and convince the governor of Muş, Emin Paşa and the leaders of Zilanlı tribe Hüseyin 
Ağa and Sipki to fight on the Russian side. They promised Emin Paşa and Kurdish chieftains 
“a nice place on Fırat in Beyazıd Paşalık” or in Erivan.26 As a result of these efforts, several 
Kurdish tribes remained neutral, while the Zilanlı tribe, living in the Iranian-Ottoman border 
region, migrated to Iran where they lived for ten years before returning back to the Ottoman 
Empire.27 However, Kartsov argued that a Russian victory over the Turks, especially the 
capture of Erzurum and subsequent raid and booty, played a greater role in Kurds’ decision to 
remain neutral or take Russian side.28 In fact, even before these offers, at the very beginning of 
the war some Kurdish vilayets including Bohtan, Rawanduz, Behdinan, and Hakkâri declared 
their neutrality, while some other Kurdish groups such as the Yezidis under the leadership of 

																																																													
22 Martin van Bruinessen, Kürdistan Üzerine Yazılar, p.35; Martin van Bruinessen, Kürtlük, Türklük, Alevilik. Etnik 
ve Dinsel Kimlik Mücadeleleri (İstanbul İletişim Yayınları, 2001), p.31. 
23 Bruinessen, Ağa, Şeyh, Devlet, p.274; Bruinessen, Kürdistan Üzerine Yazılar, p.36. 
24 Chaliand, A People without a Country, p.17. 
25 Averyanov, Osmanlı-Rus Savaşları’nda Kürtler, p.174. 
26 Khalfin, Bor’ba za Kurdistan, p.41. 
27 Gordlevskii, İzbrannye Sochineniia, p.114. 
28 Kartsov, Zametki o Kurdakh, (Tiflis 1896), p.38-39. 
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their chieftain Hasan Ağa, agreed to fight on Russia’s side against the Porte.29 For N. A. 
Khalfin the main reason behind this was the hatred these tribes felt toward the Ottoman 
authorities.30 Many scholars also point out that the revolt of Mehmed Ali Paşa, governor of 
Egypt, who revolted in 1831, inspired many Kurdish beys to take up arms against the Empire.31  

During the Tanzimat (reforms) era (1839-1876), which marked a new period of 
centralization, Sultan Abdulmecid (r. 1839-1861) tried to prevent nationalist movements 
through reforms in the civil liberties of his subjects and administrative, economical, and 
military system of the Empire. With these, he also aimed to prevent European powers from 
intervening in the internal affairs of the state under the pretext that they were protecting the 
rights of Christians. In his Gülhane-I Hatt-I Humayun (Imperial Rescript), Sultan Abdulmecid 
announced that all subjects of the Empire were equal before the law regardless of their race 
and religion and guaranteed to ensure the Ottoman subjects security for their lives, honor, and 
property. He also abolished tax farming and created salaried tax collectors with a bureaucratic 
system and thus aimed to increase central authority over tax system and to prevent exploitation 
of his subjects by corrupt officials.32  

These reforms, aspiring to increase the state’s power throughout the Empire, spurred 
some grievances and disturbances all over the Empire, including Kurdistan. Here, Kurdish 
beys saw the centralized tax system and military reforms as a threat to their autonomy and 
power since the first deprived them of their traditional right to collect taxes from both their 
own people and Christians living under their rule; while the latter forced them to recruit 
soldiers based on their population and wealth.33 As a result, a series of disturbances and revolts 
broke out in Kurdistan. Among the uprisings that emerged during this era, the most troubling 
one for the Porte was that of Bedirhan Bey, mir of Bohtan tribe in Hakkâri, in 1845. Backed by 
many Kurdish tribes, Bedirhan Bey threatened to control a large area between Diyarbakır-
Mosul and Bohtan (Iran). While some scholars consider his revolt as the first nationalist 
uprising,34 some others point to a tax issue related to Nestorians and Kurdish beys that in these 
scholars’ opinion, was the initial cause of the revolt.35  

To consolidate its control over Kurdistan, the Ottoman government ended Yezdanshir’s 
governorship after three months. It also replaced the Prince of Bitlis, Şerif Bey, with an 
Ottoman vali (governor) in 1849.36 Some scholars explain these policies of the Porte with its 
“te’min and terhib policy.” Based on official perception of the Kurds as “ill-natured 
(bednihad)” and undependable people “who have long been well-known for insurgence and 
rebellion,” “te’min and terhib policy” means that such people “were to be both frightened by 
force and assured by pledges of good treatment after submission.”37 These measures brought a 
relative stability to Kurdistan at least until the beginning of the Crimean War (1853-1856).   

																																																													
29 Wadie Jwaideh, The Kurdish National Movement: Its Origins and Development, (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse 
University Press, 2006), p. 62; John S. Guest, The Yezidis: A Study in Survival, (London:  KPĞ, 1987), p.115-116. 
30 Khalfin, Bor’ba za Kurdistan, p.40. 
31 Bruinessen, Ağa, Şeyh, Devlet, p.275; Elphinston, “The Kurdish Question,” p.93; Chaliand, A People without a 
Country, p.17. 
32 Halil İnalcık, “Tanzimat’ın Uygulanması ve Sosyal Tepkiler,” Tanzimat’tan Cunhuriyet’e Türkiye Ansiklopedisi, 
Vol. 6 (İstanbul: İletişim Yayınları, 1985), p.1536-1537. 
33 Arshak Safrastian, Kurds and Kurdistan, (London: Harvill Press Ltd., 1948), p.57. 
34 Kinnane, The Kurds and Kurdistan, p.23. 
35 Candan Badem, The Ottoman Crimean War (1853–1856), (Leiden: Brill, 2010), p.363. 
36 Kızılkaya, Dünden Yarına Kürtler, p.24; Chaliand, A People without a Country, p.21. 
37 Badem, The Ottoman Crimean War, p.363. 
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During the Crimean War, Russia fought not only with the Ottoman Empire but also 
England and France, which joined the war in March 1854 after Russian naval forces destroyed 
the Ottoman navy in the Black Sea and thus threatened the Straits. To weaken the Ottomans’ 
hand and win an advantage on the Eastern front, Russia encouraged Yezdanshir, who resented 
the Ottoman government since it used him against his uncle and later ended his governorship 
after three months, to rise against the Empire. The Russian Commander-in-Chief in Erivan 
wrote a letter to Yezdanshir whom he called as an “honest and loyal person” on 20 August 
1854 and promised him that Russia would always support him and protect his control over his 
people in case he revolted against the Porte or supported Russia during the war.38 As a result of 
this encouragement, Yezdanshir and his tribes in Hakkâri and Bohtan revolted in December 
1854. During his revolt, Yezdanshir received support from the Yezidis and took control over a 
large region from Bohtan-Cizre Hakkâri to Bitlis. At the same time he appealed Russia to 
support him in his fight against the Empire, as it had previously promised, but received no 
answer until the very end.39 Therefore, despite some earlier successes, Yezdanshir was 
defeated in 1855.  

Besides Yezdanshir, Russian officials tried to attract some other Kurdish beys and tribes 
to their side through different methods. Russian Colonel and at the same time an influential 
military-political activist M. T. Loris-Melikov “suggested that Kurdish nobility be attracted 
with presents and officer ranks.” This advice received support from many high-ranking 
officers as well Russian bureaucrats serving in the Caucasia. To obtain this goal, at the very 
early stage of the war General-Lieutenant Bebutov, the Commander-in-Chief of the Russian 
army on the Caucasian-Ottoman border, contacted Kasım Han in November 1854 believing if 
he could convince an influential Kurdish chieftain like Kasım Han “who had great influence 
not only his own and neighboring people but also on surrounding tribes,” “all the people from 
Russian borders to Kağızman would serve Russia with loyalty.”40 Even though he could not 
convince Kasım Han to take arms against the Ottoman Empire, Bebutov obtained the 
neutrality of the Kars, Beyazıd, and Van Kurds. Russian victories in Eastern Anatolia, 
especially in Küçük Dar and Çıngıl Tepe in July 1854 played an important role in this. After 
these victories some Kurds joined the Russians against the Ottomans. For instance, at the 
beginning of the war, Ottoman officials formed a cavalry unit from Kurdish tribes on the 
border including Zilan, Hayderan, and Sipki, but as soon as Ottomans received their first 
defeats, Kurds withdrew their support.41  

Russian military leaders also contacted chieftains of the Diyadin, Eleşkirt, and Hamur 
Kurds and tried to convince them to fight in their forces. But due to their distance from the 
Russian front, the Commander of Russian troops in Erivan, Likhutin, wrote that the Kurds in 
these vilayets refused to join Russian troops. Despite some setbacks, Russian military and 
political leaders continued their efforts to attract the Kurds. Considering armed support of 
Kurds to Russia as “a matter of first-degree importance,” Russian War Minister Dolgorukov in 
his letter to Muravyev on April 6 1855 advised him “to use all possible means and not to worry 
about money.”42 Encouraged by this, on 13 August 1855 Muravyev instructed General 
Bartovlumi to give some valuable presents such as two golden and five silver watches, three 
diamond rings, etc. to Kurdish chieftains. including Cafer and Ali Ağa. Soslov’s report, based 

																																																													
38 Averyanov, Osmanlı-Rus Savaşları’nda Kürtler, p.181. 
39 Chaliand, A People without a Country, p.22-24. 
40 Khalfin, Bor’ba za Kurdistan, p.69. 
41 M. S. Lazarev, Ş.X. Mihoyan, E.İ. Vasilyeva,  M.A. Gasratyan, O.İ. Jigalina, Kürdistan Tarihi, Edt. Translated 
from Russian by İbrahim Kale, (İstanbul Avesta, 2001), p.137-138. 
42 Khalfin, Bor’ba za Kurdistan, p.71. 
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on Muravyev’s letter, shows that even though they accepted gifts, Ali and Cafer Ağas did not 
express their loyalty to and support for Russia.43 While some supported Russia, remained 
neutral, or took Ottoman side, some other Kurdish tribes chose to migrate to Russia.44 

Border Politics and Kurdish Migration  

Migration from the Ottoman Empire to Russia was yet another means that some Kurdish 
tribes used to protect their privileges or gain new ones. Primary and secondary sources indicate 
that there was no Kurdish migration en masse from the Ottoman Empire to Russia. 
Accordingly, those that took place in mid/late nineteenth century were sporadic migrations. 
However, sources show that Kurdish tribes migrated from the Ottoman Empire to Russia 
mostly when the centralized state restricted or attempted to limit traditional rights of Kurdish 
beys in particular or a tribe in general. The reasons for them varied. One was general disorder 
and tyranny of some Kurdish overlords toward their own people or some other Kurdish tribes. 
An Ottoman document dated 27 November 1847 reads, “some people and tribes that had 
previously migrated to Russia due to the oppression/tyranny of rebellious Kurdish chieftains in 
Kurdistan want to return to their country after having learned that order was secured.”45 From 
the document it is difficult to determine what tribes migrated and when. According to the 
document, the status of the Kurds who wanted to come back to Kurdistan was viewed and 
reported in order by the Commander of Anatolian Army, the government, and then Meclis-i 
Vâlâ (Supreme Council). As understood the Ottoman authorities were rather hesitant accepting 
Kurdish migrants mostly due to the ambiguity of their status. Until it was clarified they were 
either the Ottoman or Iranian Kurds, the Meclis-i Vâlâ decided to delay the settlement of 
certain Kurdish tribes while at the same time urging assistance and support for those whose 
status as Ottoman subjects was certain.    

For Ottoman authorities, Kurdish migration to Russia was an important matter that they 
approached with caution and delicacy. For one thing, it endangered border security with Russia 
and jeopardized Ottoman relations with this country. Migration of Kurds was especially 
important due to their ambiguous and adversarial actions during wars or times of crisis. In fact, 
it was a common phenomenon for the Kurds to change sides or to make deals with Russia at 
the expense of the Ottoman Empire or vice versa. Sources point out that the first Kurdish 
migration from the Ottoman Empire to Russia began in early nineteenth century. During this 
time, some Kurdish tribes from Erzurum, Beyazıd, Kars, and Van migrated from the Ottoman 
Empire to Russia since they were prosecuted or suppressed by local government due to their 
robbery, plunder, and other illegal activities. In addition, there were migrations in search of 
grazing.46 Russian archival documents testify that there were also some migrations from the 
Ottoman Empire to Russia following Ottoman-Russian War of 1827-29, especially from 
September 1831 to August 1833;47 and during and after the Crimean War. The reason for them 
was either the chaos and destruction wars created or war-time alliances with Russia.  

In his notes on Eastern Anatolia during the Crimean War, General M. Likhutin wrote that 
due to their unsettled/nomadic life, the Kurds were able to change sides among Iran, Russia, 
and the Ottoman Empire. This gave the Kurds, in his opinion, advantage to negotiate their 
demands with great efficacy to obtain the best offer from the Ottomans or Russians in order to 
obtain their support or at least neutrality during the wars.  It also helped the Kurds to maintain 

																																																													
43 Averyanov, Osmanlı-Rus Savaşları’nda Kürtler, pp.186-187. 
44 Ingmar Karlsson, Bir Diplomatın Gözüyle Kürt Sorunu, (İstanbul: Homer Kitabevi, 2008), p.39. 
45 BOA (Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi/ Prime Ministry Ottoman Archives), A.AMD 2/46 1263.11.27 (1847). 
46 Aristova, 19. ve 20. Yüzyılın Birinci Yarısında, p.119. 
47 Aristova, 19. ve 20. Yüzyılın Birinci Yarısında, p.119-120. 
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their autonomy;48 even gave them some hope that with Russian help they could be 
independent.49 As a result, based on their interests, the Kurds often changed sides and passed 
the border from one country to the other.50 Upon the arrival of Russian troops in August 1855, 
Likhutin wrote, Kurdish leaders from Diyadin, Eleşkirt, and Kağızman and around Toprakkale 
such as Sarganik Nabi- Ağaoğlu, Cafer Ağa-oğlu, Resul Ağa-oğlu, Celali Yüzbaşı Hasan Ağa, 
Yezidi Emir Ali Ağaoğlu, and Tamir Ağa Hasan oğlu came to talk to Russian commanders. 
The main reason for this was their hope for a Russian victory. Likhutin wrote that depending 
on who was victorious Kurds often switched sides. These leaders expressed their loyalty to 
Russia, met Bebutov in Aleksandrapolskii Regiment on 15 August and expressed their wish to 
migrate to Russia and become Russian subjects. All these tribes that obeyed Russia were 
settled little by little in Erivan gubernia (province) where they mixed with Armenians and 
Tatars. Among those tribes was almost the entire Celali tribe who previously lived in Beyazıt 
and Diyadin. Even though he noted that loyalty and later the settlement of the Kurds on 
Russian borders was an important matter, Likhutin thought that migration of greater numbers 
of the Kurds was not good for Russia for economic and security reasons. Considering the 
Kurds as “barbarians” that needed to be tamed either by force or with money and presents, 
Likhutin argued that leaving their lands behind in the Ottoman Empire Kurds were not only 
useless but also a potential threat to border security due to their tendency for robbery and 
unlawlessness causing disorder on the border. He argued Russia would be better off if the 
Kurds stayed in the Empire. In sum, Likhutin’s opinion was that the Kurds were better as 
“allies against the Turks” rather than subjects in Russia. It seems that Likhutin’s contempt or 
caution toward the Kurds resulted from their attacks on Armenians, Tatars, or any other people 
in neighboring regions. He wrote that even though they were warlike people, the Kurds were a 
“cowardly people” that were accustomed to live on the booty that they received from attacking 
their weaker neighbors and civilians.51  

To keep them on their own side, sources indicate that Ottoman authorities also used 
similar tactics. Like their Russian counterparts, Ottoman officials focused on Kurdish 
chieftains or leaders to obtain loyalty of Kurds. Likhutin wrote that the Ottoman government 
tried to win Kurdish leaders over by inviting them to Istanbul and giving them a harem and 
some other presents such as money and titles; when these did not work it destroyed them. He 
also noted that since the Kurds lacked a central government or administration and consisted of 
many different tribes, Ottoman officials were able to play them off against each other.52 
Russian sources indicated the most important factor in the Kurds’ decision to change sides or 
migrate to Russia was Russian victory over the Ottomans.  

There was not serious trouble in Kurdistan at least until the 1880s for “the Porte adopted a 
more conciliatory attitude towards the Kurdish tribes”53  in post-Crimean War period. But 
migration of Kurdish tribes to Russia continued. In the 1860s, the main reason for their 
migration was “mandatory” military service, and the main actors were Yezidis. Two 1866 
documents mentioned that Yezidis, who had previously migrated to Russia to avoid military 
service, wanted to return to the Empire and offered to pay in return for exemption.54 Neither of 
them mentions when the Yezidis went to Russia, but it is highly possible that they migrated 

																																																													
48 M. Likhutin, Russkie v Aziiatskoi Turtsii v 1854 i 1855 godakh, (Sankt Peterburg, 1863), p.145. 
49 Gordlevskii, İzbrannye Sochineniia, p.115. 
50 Khalfin, Bor’ba za Kurdistan, p.14. 
51 Likhutin, Russkie v Aziiatskoi Turtsii, pp. 170-171; p.151. 
52 Likhutin, Russkie v Aziiatskoi Turtsii, p.146. 
53 Elphinston, “The Kurdish Question,” p.93. 
54 BOA, A.MKT. MHM 354/37 1282 Z 7 (23 April 1866); A.MKT MHM 351/6 1282 L 7 (23 February 1866). 
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after the 1856 Islahat Fermanı that required all Ottoman subjects regardless of their religion to 
serve in the army. Even though this rule was not applied due to objections from both Muslims 
and non-Muslims, it might have caused Yezidis to migrate to Russia.55 Based upon the 
correspondence between the Erzurum Vilayeti İdare Meclisi (Provincial Council) and Ser 
Askeriyye (Commander in Chief), the document dated 28 June 1866, regarding what needed to 
be done about Yezidis’ request, wrote that allowing the Yezidis to return to the Empire could 
cause disturbance among “local Yezidis.”56 Living mostly in Van, Hakkâri, and Beyazıd in the 
nineteenth century, Shi’i Yezidis were targets of both Sunni Kurds and the Ottoman 
government due to their beliefs. While the Sunnis excluded and sometimes attacked the 
Yezidis,57 the Ottomans tried to convert them to Sunni-Islam.58 To achieve this, the 
government applied different methods, including easing tax burden and providing exemption 
from military service. When these did not work some Ottoman officials acted violently toward 
the Yezidis, imprisoned their chiefs.59 In his work on ideology and the legitimation of power 
during the reign of Abdulhamid II, Selim Deringil describes the policy both Abdulhamid II and 
earlier sultans pursued toward the Yezidis and other “elements which had hitherto been 
considered marginal and left more or less to their own devices as “carrot method.” According 
to this policy, Ottoman officials first preferred to persuade “marginal” elements with the help 
of “decorations, bribes, sometimes invitations to leaders to come to Istanbul since such 
methods were “cheaper and far less destabilizing than the military option.” However, when 
these “lenient and moderate” methods did not work, the Porte used force and violence toward 
them and the problem with this method was that “the centre often had very little control over 
the amount of violence used, and this often resulted in massacre and wanton destruction.”60  

In this sense, exemption from military service was one of the “lenient and moderate” 
ways the Porte used to persuade Yezidis to remain loyal to the State. A document dated 15 
November 1860 indicates it approved exemption in return for a certain payment. The 
document states, “Yezidis that were settled in Beyazıd Sancak were exempted from military 
service and required to pay a “bedel” (military-service tax).61 This decision was in compliance 
with regulations of 1857. As mentioned before, the Islahat Fermanı required all subjects of the 
Sultan to serve in the army. However due to the opposition from Muslims and non-Muslims, 
the government had to make some adjustments. In 1857 it abolished the “distinctive and 
discriminatory head tax” and replaced it with “a simple military-service tax (bedel-i askeri) 
imposed on non-Muslims who were liable for conscription under the law.” The amount they 
had to pay was 50 liras, “less than the equivalent tax imposed on Muslims for exemption.”62 

Similarly, another document dated 14 April 1866 demonstrates that some Yezidis, who 
had previously migrated to Russia to avoid military service, wanted to return to the Empire 

																																																													
55Kurtuluş Kayalı, “Osmanlı Devleti’nde Yenileşme Hareketleri ve Ordu,” Tanzimat’tan Cumhuriyet’e Türkiye 
Ansiklopedisi, Volume 5 (İstanbul: İletişim Yayınları, 1985), p.1256. 
56 BOA, A.MKT MHM 359/15 1283 S 14 (28 June 1866). 
57 A. M. Koliubakin, Materialy dlia Voenno-statisticheskavo Obozreniia Aziatskoi Turtsii, Tom 1, chast 1, (Tiflis 
1888), p.84 and 174; Likhutin, Russkie v Aziiatskoi Turtsii, p.147. 
58 Lazarev, Kürdistan Tarihi, p.124; Selim Deringil, The Well-Protected Domains. Ideology and the Legitimation of 
Power in the Ottoman Empire, 1876-1909, (London: I. B. Taurus, 1998), pp.69-73. 
59 Celile Celil, Kürt Halk Tarihinden 13 İlginç Yaprak (İstanbul: Doğa Basın Yayın, 2007), p. 23. Guest, The 
Yezidis, pp.127-129. 
60 Deringil, The Well-Protected Domains, p.69. 
61 BOA, I. MMS 20/895 01 Ca 1277. 
62 Stanford J. Shaw and Ezel Kural Shaw, History of the Otoman Empire and Modern Turkey, Volume II: Reform, 
Revolution and Republic: The Rise of Modern Turkey, 1808-1975 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 
p.100. 
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with the condition of exemption from Kur’a-i Şeriyye” (Law on the drawing of lots).63 Like the 
Bedel-i askeri, the Kur’a-i Şeriyye was a part of military reforms during the era of Tanzimat 
(1839-1876). Its beginning went back to the new army regulations which were promulgated in 
1843. According to these regulations, a new reserve army would be formed from soldiers 
conscripted by Kur’a (the drawing of lots). The Kur’a system was modified further in the 
Kur'a nizamnamesi (regulation on the drawing of lots) of 1848. According to the nizamname, 
the army would be consisted of 150.000 soldiers with five- year service. In order to establish 
the army, every year 30.000 men including volunteers and conscripts would be recruited and 
the conscription would take place through the drawing of lots among those eligible based on 
their age, sex, and health. This conscription rules were modified first in the 1871 Kur’a 
Kanunnamesi (Laws on the drawing of lots) and later in 1879 as a part of a new wave of 
military reforms. These changes remained as a part of the conscription system until 1916.64 
Since there were no other regulations on kur’a between 1848 and 1866, the Yezidis’ request in 
1866 for exemption from kur’a was probably a late reaction to the Islahat Fermanı that made 
all subjects of the empire liable to conscription.  

The document dated 23 April 1866 mentions that one thousand Yezidis of “Şi’iiyyül-
mezheb (Shi’is) and Taciri tribe from Çıldır, Ardahan that had previously escaped to Russia to 
avoid military service now wanted to return and learn whether or not, like non-Muslims, they 
were liable to bedel-i askeriyye. As a response to this, based on the Dar-ı Şura’s decision, it 
was said that any Yezidi, able to serve in the army, would be subjected to the Kur’a system 
since the exemption would set an example for other tribes, while each of those unable to serve 
had to pay 7500 guruş (Ottoman currency) as bedel-i askeriyye. It was also said that Orduy-u 
Hümayun (Ottoman imperial army) considered this policy—allowing bedel-i askeriye-as a 
means of winning over Yezidis. It was also written that officials would contact their leaders, 
Aziz and Hasan Ağa, rather than the Yezidis themselves in order to receive the bedel-i 
askeriyye.65 A later record of Yezidis’ migration to Russia has a recorded date of 22 November 
1886. The document reported that some Yezidis migrated from Beyazıd Sancağı to Russia and 
their lands would not be sold until the settlement of new possible immigrants from Russia.66 It 
was not explained whether or not those expected immigrant/muhacirin were Yezidis or Turkic-
Muslim peoples of Russia. A telegram addressed to Van, Bitlis, and Mosul vilayets on 6 
January 1894 stated that the Yezidis that migrated from Erzurum to Russia during the previous 
war, probably during the Ottoman-Russian War of 1877-78, now began to return. According to 
the document, they were not allowed to settle in those vilayets mentioned above.67  

Another document dated 17 September 1894 shows that Yezidis continued to object to the 
military obligation and migrated to Russia to avoid it. The reason for Yezidis’ objection was 
probably the Porte’s decision to lift their exemption from military service, which it had earlier 
provided in return for a payment (bedel-i askeriyye), in 1885.68 Both this policy and migrations 
resulted in the settlement of a small population of Yezidis in border regions of Russia. 
According to records of 1897 when Russia conducted its first general census, about a hundred 
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thousand (99,9) Yezidis were living in Russia.69 This was a small but significant number, 
considering Yezidis’ or other Kurds role during the Ottoman-Russian wars. 

In this respect, the Ottoman-Russian War of 1877-78 was another testing and contesting 
ground for rival powers over Kurdistan. While Ottoman and Russian officials tried to draw the 
Kurds to their side or obtain their neutrality the Kurdish leaders/tribes attempted to achieve 
greater independence or privileges. During the war, Russian officials focused specifically on 
Kızılbashs in Dersim, a kaza (subdivision of a sancak) in Erzincan sancak (provincial 
administrative district consisting of kazas) and Erzurum vilayeti (province), famous for its 
revolts against the Porte. Even though the Ottoman officials, especially the Governor of 
Erzurum, Semih Paşa, tried different policies such as giving presents and medals to Kurdish 
leaders and easing their tax burden, and strengthened, to some extent, its ties with them, they 
were not completely successful in obtaining the loyalty and support of Dersim Kurds in both 
peace and war time.  

A Russian agent, who lived in Erzurum from 1876 to 1877, wrote in March 1876 that the 
main reason for this was the difference in their religious beliefs. Also, he argued, Dersim 
Kurds saw the Ottomans as occupiers and therefore were willing to cooperate with Russians 
against the Porte.70 Colonel Kartsov wrote that as early as 1876 on the eve of the war, six 
Dersim beys and four tribal chieftains from Bitlis and Van vilayets offered the Russian consul 
in Erzurum their armed support but Russia turned this offer down.71 It looks like what Russia 
wanted--at least at that time-- was not armed support but neutrality. In November 1876 N. P. 
Ignat’ev, the Russian ambassador to Istanbul, advised Tsarist officials in Caucasia to contact 
with the Kurds to prevent any activities of Turkish administration and “British intrigues” 
among them. He also wrote that according to reports he received Kurdish leaders had already 
promised the Turkish government to raise a huge army (60 thousand people).”72 General M. T. 
Lerisov, who did not share Ignat’ev’s concern, wrote that some Kurdish chieftains from Kars 
and Beyazıd Paşalıks sent their men to Russian headquarters in Aleksandropol and promised 
not to get involved in any war action against Russia. In fact during the war some Kurdish 
tribes, including Dersim Kurds that Russia had solicited and Zilanlı tribes who later migrated 
to Russia and Cemadinli and Kaskanlı Kurds, all rejected to fight with the Russians.73  

Aleksey Nikolayevich Maslov (1853-1922), a war correspondent that reported war action 
for Novoe Vremya in the Eastern front, wrote that some Kurdish tribes as well some 
Armenians even helped Russians during the War of 1877-78.  He wrote, for instance, that 
Armenians that formed a great majority of the population in Erzurum assisted to the Russians 
through their information about the Turkish positions and region.  Also, he mentioned that 
some Armenians helped Russians to build bridges along the Russian-Turkish borders and nail 
Turkish guards down.  He maintained that these were not significant enough since none of the 
Armenians grabbed his gun and joined into Russian regiment as the Russians expected them to 
do due to their orthodoxy.74  

Similarly, Maslov wrote that the Kurds assisted to the Russians, but he underlined that 
their help did not significantly contribute to the Russian power.  In contrast, Maslov 
maintained that the Kurds were a burden and problem for the Russians more than help, 
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because they constantly changed sides according to the changing power of the Russians and 
Turks.  He further wrote that the Kurds even did harm to the Russians because “like coward 
jackals, these bandits followed the Russian troops after battles and attacked wounded Russian 
soldiers left behind and killed them mercilessly.”75 Thus, Maslov argued that neither the 
Armenian nor the Kurds that were considered possible allies of Russia due to their position and 
situation in Eastern Anatolia showed a significant degree of assistance to the Russians.  In 
contrast, they, especially Kurds, were harmful rather than helpful for the Russian troops due to 
their unreliability and brutality. 

Despite some grievances and attempts to contact Russians and the cooperation of some 
Kurdish tribes with the Russians, the Kurds in general remained loyal to the Porte during the 
war of 1877-78. One of the reasons for this was that the Porte continued its “divide and rule” 
policy. Accordingly, he appointed some Kurdish beys, who were either potentially rebellious 
or loyal, to important posts. For instance, Abdulhamid II (1876-1896) appointed Osman and 
Huseyin Beys, sons of Bedirhan Han as commander of certain forces, consisting of Kurds. 
This appointment provided the Empire loyalty of Bohtan tribe, at least for a short period of 
time, during the war. Also the war propaganda that Abdulhamid II (1876-1909) manipulated 
rather successfully played an important role in the support or loyalty of some Kurdish tribes to 
the Empire. Under still-fresh reminisces of Yezdanshir revolt in 1854-55, Abdulhamid II 
described the war as a holy cause and appealed to influential Kurdish leaders such as 
Nakshbendi Sheikh Ubeydullah, who revolted against him later, to fight against infidel 
Russians.76  

Despite relatively successful policies that Abdulhamid II pursued, some Kurdish tribes, 
such as Dersim Kurds, supported Russia during the war. Considering long-coming opposition 
of Dersim Kurds to the Ottoman rule; from the 1860s to 1877, the Porte built two military 
quarters, one in Hozat and the other one in Mazgirt, in order to watch them closely. Also, it 
appointed “potentially” loyal Kurdish Ağas, such as Nafiz Bey, as governors to Dersim. 
However, those Ağas were the first to oppose the Ottoman policies and even offer assistance to 
the Russians when the Ottoman-Russian War of 1877-78 broke out. In this, activities of 
Russian consuls and agents, who studied Kurdish tribes well, knew their differences in detail 
and used these differences quite successfully to encourage them against the Empire, played an 
important role. As a result, Nafiz Bey and Munzur bey, chieftains of Dersim Kurds, went to 
Russian consulate in Erzurum and offered to assist Russia during the Ottoman-Russian War. 
Also, Osman and Hüseyin Beys, whom Abdulhamid II appointed as commanders of Special 
Forces in the Ottoman Army at the beginning of the war, revolted. Supported by Yezidis and 
Kurds in Hakkâri, revolt spread in a short time over a large area, including Van, Muş, Bitlis, 
Hakkâri, Bohtan and İmadiye.  

Also Russian consulates in Kurdistan gave unofficial support for the revolt. In fact, 
Russia, prior, during and after the war, through its consuls, military and civil officials and later 
academicians (Kurdologs), gathered rather important information about the Kurds and used it 
in accordance with its interests. Among these, Russian consuls in Rize, Erzurum, Kars, Van, 
Beyazıd and Diyarbakır that was opened in 1879 played an important role.77 These consulates 
acted as Russian agencies influencing Russian policies in the region. For instance (?) Skriabin, 
																																																													
75 Maslov, God’ Voiny, p.48.   
76 Lazarev, Kürdistan Tarihi, p.146; Khalfin, Bor’ba za Kurdistan, p.98-99. 
77 From 1850 to 1914, Russia opened 22 consulates in the Ottoman Empire, including those in Adrianople, 
Alexandria, Aleppo, Baghdad, Bassor, Beirut, Bitlis, Bitola, Van, Damask, Jedda, Jerusalem, Cairo, Konya, 
Mitrovits, Prizren, Rize, Samsun, Üsküdar (Scutari), Trabzon, Skopje (Üsküp) and Erzurum. AVPRI (Arkhiv 
Vneshnei Politiki Rossiiskoi Imperii), op., 502/2. 
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the Russian consul in Erzurum, in reports to St. Petersburg underlined the necessity to increase 
Russian influence among Ottoman Kurds that had been and still could be a great help to the 
Russian army in Caucasia and Eastern Anatolia.78 Similarly, General Mayewski, Russian 
consular in Van, gathered detailed information about the Kurds, their villages, population, 
ethnic groups and culture and presented it, along with a map, covering a large area Caucasus, 
Eastern Anatolia to the Middle East and, through Iskenderun Bay, to the Mediterranean Sea, to 
St. Petersburg. He also outlined what the Russian government should do to make best out of 
this information for its policies in the region.79 This information that Russian consulates 
provided assisted Russia and worked against the Empire during the Ottoman-Russian Wars. 

Ottoman Policies toward the Kurds in the late Imperial Era 

While Russia and other European powers were carrying out different sorts of activities 
and works in Kurdistan at the expense of each other and the Empire, the Porte was taking its 
own steps to prevent Kurds from revolting and immigrating. In this sense, the reign of 
Abdulhamid II (1876-1908) during which the Porte pursued many different policies toward the 
Kurds was especially important. 

 Like other great powers, creating an intelligence service was one of these methods. In 
this regard, Ottoman governors and commanders in Eastern Anatolia, like their European and 
Russian counterparts in the region, acted as agents of their states, informing and reporting 
important developments to their capital. Governors and commanders were especially 
concerned for Russian activities among some Kurdish tribes, such as Kızılbashs and Zilanlıs in 
Kurdistan. For instance, the Governor of Sivas, a rather large province in Central Anatolia, 
informed Istanbul, “The police raided the house of a certain/known person and confiscated 
some harmful papers.” Even though it is not clear who this person was, from other information 
it is understood that he was an influential person, possibly a chieftain, whom “Kurds and 
Kızılbashs in the region obeyed.” There is no information about the consequence of this 
incident but it is implied that the government was suspicious of Kızılbashs. The governor also 
reported that some Kurds in Van applied to Russia to become Russian subjects even though he 
provided no explanation why.80 These show that Ottoman officials were suspicious of both 
Kızılbashs in the region and their possible connection with Russia and its agents.  

A telegram of Müşir Zeki Paşa, the Commander-in-Chief of Fourth Army in Eastern 
Anatolia to the Sultan in October 1890 serves a better example of this suspicion that Ottoman 
officials felt toward both Kızılbashs (i. e. Dersim Kurds) and Russian consuls. In his telegram 
Zeki Paşa reported that the Russian consul in Rize, accompanied by five people, was traveling 
to Dersim. Considering cold weather and difficult road conditions, he wrote, the consul must 
have an ulterior motive such as checking out Ottoman troops in Erzincan and provoking 
Dersim Kurds against the Porte. He also wrote that Russian consul could also be aiming to 
encourage Armenians against the Empire.81 The examination of Russian sources show, Zeki 
Paşa’s concern was not completely groundless. Lazarev writes, even though on a later date that 
the Russian General Staff in the Caucasian Army expected the Dersim Kurds to raise a large 
detachment in the amount of 10.000 people against the Porte in a possible war with Russia and 
with their assistance he hoped other Kurdish tribes to join or support the Russian army.82  

																																																													
78 Khalfin, Bor’ba za Kurdistan, p.15; Lazerev, Kürdistan Tarihi, p.94. 
79 Suat Akgül, Amerikan ve İngiliz Raporları Işığında Dersim, (İstanbul: Yaba Yayınları, 2000), p.26. 
80 BOA, Y.PRK. UM 17/7 1307 L 7 (27 May 1890). 
81 BOA, YPRK ASK 66/28 1308 Ra 15 (29 October 1890). 
82 Lazerev, Kürdistan Tarihi, p.104.  
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To strengthen loyalty of Kurdish tribes to Istanbul and consolidate state’s power in 
Kurdistan, Abdulhamid II promoted pan-Islamism and established Hamidiye alays (Hamidieh 
regiments) and aşiret mekteps (tribal schools) in 1890s.83 With both Hamidiye alays and aşiret 
mekteps, Abdülhamid II aimed to incorporate Kurds and Arabs, especially their elite/leaders in 
to the imperial system, to foster their allegiance to the state and thus increase central authority 
in peripheries.84 Also, some scholars argue that Abdulhamid II and the Ottoman bureaucrats 
considered both Hamidiye alays and Aşiret Mektebi as a means of civilizing “savage" and 
nomadic people, such as Kurds and Bedouin Arabs.85 With Hamidiye alays, the State, as 
explained in the nizamname (regulations) that set the ground rules for recruiting soldiers and 
officers for the alays, also aimed “to protect the Empire from attacks and pressure of foreign 
powers and to include those who had not completed or avoided their military service into army 
corps and give them a chance to fulfill their military obligations.”86 The nizamname stated that 
the numbers of regiments would not be less than 4 and more than 6 and every regiment would 
be consisted of at least 512 and at most 1152 people. Even though it mentioned that regiments 
were to include not only Kurds but also Turcomans, Karakalpaks and Arabs, in practice they 
were mainly consisted of the Kurds. Larger tribes were to establish one or more regiments, 
while smaller ones were to found several regiments. Related to this, nizamname banned small 
tribes to establish a large regiment; they could unite only when the central authority and its 
commanders ordered. With this ban, it seems that Istanbul aimed to prevent a united Kurdish 
front against the state; the smaller and divided they were, the easier it was for the state to 
control them. While officer cadres would consist of sons of aşiret beys that were already 
accepted into officer mekteps (schools) in Istanbul, lower ranks of regiments were to be filled 
with aşiret members between the ages of 17-40. In fact, the state was to determine how many 
men there were in tribes in order to complete recruiting process without any problems.87  

Based on the model of Cossack regiments in Russia, alays provided many privileges for 
their members. First, recruiters would be trained and commanded by their own leaders. Also, 
their military service was not permanent since they had to perform their duties only when a 
war or a crisis broke out. Otherwise, they were free. This was a real catch for alays since it 
gave, along with fulfilling their military duties in their own lands, a certain degree of 
autonomy and freedom to their members. Also, alays provided tax exemption to the families of 
their members. However, soldiers and officers were paid only when they were on duty. These 
privileges in general caused great interest on the part of aşirets in alays and as a result their 
numbers increased in time. When they were first established in 1892, there were 40 regiments; 
their number rose to 56 in 1893 and 63 in 1899. 88 

Investing a significant number of manpower and amount of money in regiments, the Porte 
was successful to some extent in its aims in regard to Hamidiye alays since these alays 
“enabled the Empire to make good use of the Kurdish people’s warlike qualities, partly as 
backing for an eventual conflict with the Russians but mainly as a means of repressing the 
nationalist movements of the various people struggling against Ottoman rule, such as the 

																																																													
83 Celile Celil, İz İstorii Obschestvenno-politicheskoi Dzizni Kurdov v kontse XIX- Nachale XX vv. Nauka, (Sankt-
Peterburg 1997), pp.13-14; Mark Sykes, The Caliphs' Last Heritage, (New York: Arno Press, 1973), p.420; 
Khalfin, Bor’ba za Kurdistan, p.144; Kartsov, Zametki o Kurdakh, p.32. 
84 Eugene L. Rogan, “Aşiret Mektebi: Abdülhamid II’s Schools for Tribes,” International Journal of Middle East 
Studies, 28 (1996), p.84. 
85 Deringil, The Well-Protected Domains, p.84. 
86 Kodaman, Sultan II. Abdülhamid Devri, p.38. 
87 Kodaman, Sultan II. Abdülhamid Devri, p.34. 
88 Bruinessen, Ağa, Şeyh and Devlet, p.286. 
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Armenians, the Arabs, the Albanians and the even the Kurds themselves.”89 It was also 
successful, for it served as a tool to obtain or increase the loyalty of some other Kurdish 
leaders and tribes to the state. However, alays, due to privileges and military power they 
provided, also increased power of some aşiret leaders, such as İbrahim Paşa and Kör Hüseyin 
Paşa. Of these, İbrahim Paşa, who had under his command ten Hamidiye regiments, became so 
powerful that Kurds and Arabs in Mesopotamia called him “Prince of the Steps.” He used his 
power to exploit and terrorize his people and neighbors, like Armenians, and got away with his 
unlawful activities by sending valuable gifts to Abdulhamid II.90 Such adversary activities of 
Kurdish beys, like İbrahim Paşa, and their regiments was the main reason for why some 
scholars consider Hamidiye alays as a tool, more than anything else that, Abdulhamid II used 
to suppress Armenian nationalist movement and even to massacre them.91 

In fact, alays were not only a source of trouble for Armenians and Kurds themselves, but 
also for the Porte, especially in it relations with Russia. In 1895, when Hamidiye alays, 
consisting of Kurds, attacked the Russian border, a great dispute emerged between two 
countries. As a result, Alexander Ivanovich Nelidov, the Russian Ambassador to Istanbul, 
wrote to the Grand Vizier, “If the raid of the Kurds continued, Russian troops would cross the 
border and follow them.”92 These problems caused great tension between two countries when 
Ladchenko, a Russian paruchik (lieutenant-officer), and Shireiko, a Russian soldier, were 
killed by Hamidiye alays on 23 May 1899. Russian ambassador held the Ottoman government 
responsible for the killings and said that they were caused by disorder and lawlessness on the 
border. Concerned with “maintaining safety of its Caucasian territories and establishing full 
order on Turkish border,” General Muraviev, Commander in Chief of the Caucasian Army, 
instructed I. A. Zinoviev, the Russian Ambassador to the Empire, to draw Sultan’s attention to 
“appalling behavior of the Kurds on the border and demanded necessary measures be taken, 
incident be investigated and those guilty of the killings be punished.”93 Following this incident, 
Zinoviev convinced the Porte to establish a Russian-Ottoman Border Commission. While 
Russia was represented by General-Lieutenant Zelenoi, the Porte was represented by General 
Tevfik Paşa. Members decided, among other things, to assign some regular troops to maintain 
order and safety on the border.94 Hamidiye alays also played an important role, among other 
things, in the beginning of British support for the Armenians due to atrocities they committed 
toward the Armenians.95  

Besides Hamidiye alays, Abdülhamid II sought to foster the loyalty of Kurdish as well as 
Arab tribes to the state through Aşiret Mektebi (the tribal school). Opening of Aşiret Mektebi, 
like Hamidiye Alays, was a result of both nationalist movements of Arabs and Kurds, and the 
loss that the Empire suffered with the Treaty of Berlin that the Porte signed at the end of the 
Ottoman-Russian War of 1877-78. With this treaty, “the Ottoman Empire lost some two-fifths 
of its territory and one-fifth of its population.”96 After this, Abdulhamid II not only promoted 
Pan-Islamism but also sought other ways to prevent independence or nationalist movements in 
the eastern part of the Empire. Aşiret Mektebi was a second important pillar of this policy. 
Even though Aşiret Mektebi was opened in 1892, there had already been some attempts to 
																																																													
89 Chailand, A People Without a Country, p.25. 
90 Gordlevskii, İzbrannye Sochineniia, p.116. 
91 Chailand, A People Without a Country, p.25; Kızılkaya, Dünden Yarına Kürtler, p.26-27. 
92 Lazarev, Kürdistan Tarihi, p.89. 
93 Cited in Lazerev, Kürdistan Tarihi, p.90. 
94 Lazerev, Kürdistan Tarihi, p.90. 
95 Erol Kurubaş, Başlangıçtan 1960’a değin Kürt Sorununun Uluslararası Boyutu (Ankara: Ümit Yayıncılık, 1997), 
p.18-19.  
96 Rogan, “Aşiret Mektebi”, p.83. 
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indoctrinate imperial ideology through education and to incorporate urban notables in 
peripheries into the imperial system. In 1886, 48 students, the sons of Arab leaders, from 
Hicaz, Yemen and Tripoli (Trablusgarb) were invited to Istanbul to study at the Harbiye 
Military Academy. After their graduation at the end of three year-education, those students, the 
new second-lieutenants, were given “the rank, uniform and salary of one of the sultan’s 
honorary aides-de-camp (yaver-i fahri)” and were appointed to their native lands. In 
Abdulhamid’s eyes, they were “servants of the state” that were to set an example to their 
people with their loyalty to the throne and honorary behaviors.97 This first experiment with 
schooling sons of urban notables turned into Aşiret Mektebi in 1892. Tribal school was a 5 
year-boarding school, admitting boys at the age of 12 to 16. Even though during its first year, 
it admitted only “the children of leading Arab Bedouin tribes (aşair-I i urban),” from its 
second year on, “the pool had been expanded to include Kurds and later even Albanians.”98 
From 1892 to its closing in 1907, Aşiret Mektebi provided education for hundreds of Kurdish 
and Arab tribesmen that later served the state as military and administrative personnel and 
contributed, to some extend, to the loyalty and allegiance of those tribesmen to the state. Partly 
because of these “relatively successful policies of Abdulhamid II as well as stronger central 
authority, there was not a major revolt in Kurdistan until the beginning of the twentieth 
century. However, as Russian consulate and military reports show some Kurdish tribes and 
Hamidiye alays continued to be a problem between Russia and the Ottoman Empire.  

Conclusion 

Kurdistan was a strategically important region that the Ottoman Empire tried to keep 
under its control to maintain its integrity and power. It was also an important place for great 
powers to maintain or establish/increase their influence over Anatolia, Caucasia and the East. 
To achieve this goal, imperial powers focused on the Kurds and Kurdistan. In this sense, the 
first rivalry/contest took place between Iran and the Ottoman Empire, both competing over 
regional dominance. From this competition, the Ottoman Empire that projected itself as the 
protector of Sunni Muslims and thus obtained support of Sunni Kurds and Turks in its fight 
against Iran emerged victorious. However, this policy, based on religion, worked also against 
the Empire since among its subjects there were also some non-Sunni groups, such as Yezidis 
and Kızılbashs. Those groups allied against the Empire not only with Iran during the 16th and 
17th centuries, but also with Russia in the 19th and 20th centuries.  

In its contest over Kurdistan and its fight against its rivals, the Empire pursued a policy of 
first providing privileges and autonomy for Kurdish beys and tribes or bribing them through 
money and valuables to keep them on its on side. When this policy did not work, it did not 
hesitate to apply harsher methods, including imprisoning Kurdish chieftains and using violence 
against them and their people. It seems that these policies, especially the first one, worked 
rather well up until the beginning of the 19th century when the Porte began its centralization 
policies, lifted some privileges it had earlier provided for Kurdish beys and tribes and imposed 
upon them new obligations such as military service. Since the beginning of these policies 
coincided with the Russian expansion into the Caucasus in 1810s and 1820s, the Porte’s 
centralization policies helped Russia to succeed in its policies toward the Kurds and Kurdish 
tribes.  

Like the Porte, Russia tried to obtain alliance or at least neutrality of Kurdish tribes during 
the wars by promising or providing privileges, such as autonomy and wealth, for the Kurdish 
beys and Kurdish tribes. As sources show, this policy worked well especially in regard to non-
																																																													
97 Rogan, Rogan, “Aşiret Mektebi”, p.84-85. 
98 Rogan, “Aşiret Mektebi”, p.86. 
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Sunni Kurdish groups such as Yezidis and Kızılbashs and some Sunni Kurdish tribes living on 
the Ottoman-Russian border.  

While all these powers tried different methods and policies to achieve their goals, Kurds, 
especially non-Sunni tribes, such as Kızılbash/Alawite Dersim Kurds, Shi’i Zilanlı tribe and 
Celalis, saw their policies as an opportunity to reject Ottoman rule and regain their autonomy. 
They also used rivalry between great powers over Kurdistan to obtain some privileges and 
rights such as officer titles, lands, guns and exemption from military service. However, 
independence that some Kurdish rulers, including Sunni Kurds such as Sheikh Ubeydullah in 
late 1890s and 1910s, was one privilege neither Russia nor any other great powers were ready 
to support.99  
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